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WESTAG & GETALIT  |  COMPANY PROFILE

THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTS AND FIGURES

FOUNDED IN 1901
The origins of our company date 
far back. On 7 December 1901, 
Joseph Ellendorff established a 

furniture factory that would later 
become Westag & Getalit AG.

SALES IN 59 COUNTRIES
Our sales activities are focused on 
Europe. Much of this business is 
concentrated in Western Europe, 

although Eastern Europe is 
becoming increasingly important. 
Naturally, we also distribute our 

products worldwide.

MORE THAN 1,300 EMPLOYEES
Westag & Getalit has a workforce 
of over 1,300 employees. These 
men and women have been with 

the company an average of  
18 years; they live according to its 

philosophy and simultaneously help 
articulate that philosophy.
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63 TRAINEES
We are a forward-looking company 
that believes in first-class training 

for new employees in every 
department. We currently employ 

63 trainees.

MORE THAN € 225 MILLION 
IN TURNOVER

In the business year 2015, we 
generated revenue of over € 225 
million and thus continued the 
successful course of years past

TWO LOCATIONS
Because of the growing variety of 
our high-quality products and the 
expansion of our product line in  
the segment Surfaces/Elements,  
we have been manufacturing at 

two locations since 1976: in Rheda-
Wiedenbrück and in Wadersloh.

The name Westag & Getalit stands for a long-established and  

successful company that has been making its mark for more than  

a century. Our creative and motivated employees, high-tech  

production, deliberately sustainable operations and highly efficient  

logistics make us one of the leading European manufacturers of  

wood-based products.
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Cool stone appearance, wood tones, mirror-finished  

surface HighGloss or clear Uni colours – with our GetaLit 

worktops you can choose between various decors.

These modern decors enhance the quality of every kitchen and provides both the desire for 

an elegant, calm atmosphere and for a modern accent. Furthermore they will convince you 

with great stability and resistance.

WORKTOPS  |  STOCK RANGE UK
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OVERVIEW

| A 242 C | 

plain white

| A 1 Ce | 

black

| SL 120 Sc | 

marble marquina
brown grey

| ME 477 Ce | 

metal plate grey

| ME 873 Ce | 

metal versicolour

| RS 431 C | 

multicolour 
lava-anthracite

| BN 230 Si | 

concrete white

| GN 244 Pe | 

fabrini beige

| FC 320 Pat | 

fine ceramic beige

| KAS 430 Pat | 

baltic chalkstone

| JK 372 Ce | 

jura chalk beige

| H 437 Ce | 

campino concrete

| H 317 Ce | 

campino patina

| FC 440 Pat | 

fine ceramic grey

| BN 441 Si | 

copperfield

| BT 750 Sc | 

pindos slate

| FC 410 Pat | 

fine ceramic
anthracite

| BZ 715 Si | 

bronze brown

| SC 134 Pe | 

slate dark

| SC 475 Pe | 

porto slate

| BZ 173 Si | 

bronze black

| SC 114 Pat | 

black slate

| BT 144 C | 

moon star

| BN 112 Si | 

marble marquina
caviar grey

| EiV 227 Lo | 

provence oak

| BBL 242 PoF | 

ajaccio oak

| BU 370 Si | 

semper beech

| EiL 320 Si | 

lago oak light

| EiL 730 Si | 

lago oak dark

| KBV 932 Si | 

atacama cherry tree

| EiV 341 Lo | 

wind oak beige

| BBL 467 PoF | 

nut tree
butcherblock dark

| NU 742 PoF | 

nut tree 
butcherblock bright

| BBL 739 PoF | 

butcherblock
wenge

| MEi 170 In | 

moor oak

23 PP

23 PP

23 PP

23 PP

23 PP

23 PP 23 PP

23 PP 23 PP

23 PP 23 PP 23 PP 23 PP

23 PP 23 PP 23 PP

23 PP 23 PP

23 PP 23 PP

23 mm worktop with PP edge23 PP
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Tangible functional advantages and its innovative, 

aesthetic appearance make GetaCore an ideal modern 

material for worksurfaces.

The surface is non-porous and very easy to clean and maintain. Corner connections can be 

designed with seamless joints – for easy maintenance, pleasing to the eye. GetaCore can be 

processed like solid wood. For instance, the surface can be very finely sanded. The advantage: 

minor traces of use or damage can be simply removed – and your worktop is as good as new.

WORKTOPS  |  STOCK RANGE UK
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OVERVIEW

| GCS 746 | 

star venus

| GC 1472 | 

miracle stone

| GC 3434 | 

miracle vanill

| GC 4712 | 

frosted grey

| GC 2269 | 

frosted cloud

| GC 4422 | 

frosted flint

| GC 4715 | 

miracle flint

| GC 3391 | 

miracle dune

| GC 4439 | 

miracle granite

| GC 2011 | 

titan white
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overlay

kraft papers

chipboard substrate

water-resistant balancer

decor paper

GENERAL INFORMATION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

GETALIT WORKTOPS

QUALITY FEATURES

heat resistant  

to DIN EN 438

impact resistant 

to ISO 13894

steam resistant to

DIN EN 438 

resistant to common  

household chemicals

food safe to EN 1186 

and EN 13130

light-fast to DIN EN 438

abrasion resitant to 

DIN EN 438

antibacterial on the basis of 

JIS Z 2801
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TYPES/ACCESSOIRES

Postforming profiles
Kitchen worktop, faced with high-pressure laminate. Front edge postformed –  
radius 4 or 7 mm. Reverse side and rear edge protected with moisture-resistant paper foil.  
Moisture-resistant seal at joint GetaLit / balancer along front edge.

Versions 

GetaLit Chipboard P2   Quality chipboard substrate type P2 according to DIN EN 312. Support thickness 38 mm, incl. 2 GetaLit edges, 

Set (GetaLit edge):  foil-protected.

Sizes:  2040 / 4100 × 600 (spf) / 670 (dpf) / 900 (dpf) × 39 mm

PP-EDGE
Kitchen worktop covered with High Pressure Laminate. Front edge with colored PP edge  
(1,5 mm). Reverse side and reverse edge with water-repellant balancer.

Versions 

GetaLit Chipboard P2:  Quality chipboard substrate type P2 according to DIN EN 312. Support thickness 22 / 38 mm.

Sizes:   2040 / 4100 × 650 (se) / 900 (de) × 39 mm 

2040 / 4100 × 650 (se) / 1200 (de) × 23 mm

EDGE MATERIALS
Edge material in same decor / colour co-ordinated to laminate worktops.

WALLBACK PANELS  |  UPSTANDS 
Wallback panels / upstands in same decor / colour co-ordinated to the worktop.

In accordance with our 
warranty manual – available 
from your distributor.

Versions 

GetaLit Chipboard:   Wallback panel system, consisting of a quality chipboard substrate type P2 according to DIN EN 312, faced both sides 

with high-pressure laminate. Reverse to our option. Edges trimmed.

Sizes:  Wallback panels 4100 × 650 × 13,4 mm, upstands 4100 × 150 × 13,4 mm

Versions 

GetaLit HPL edges:  High-pressure laminate edges to DIN EN 438.

Sizes: 4100 × 45 × 0,7 mm

PP edges: Coloured or colour co-ordinated PP edges for an individual style of the worktop.

Sizes: Length per linear metre × 28 / 43 × 1,5 mm
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3 mm GetaCore

35 mm chipboard substrate

elastic expansion joint

0,3 mm 
water-resistant balancer

PU sealing

front edge 10 mm 
GetaCore

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

QUALITY FEATURES

heat resistant up to  

180° C to ISO 19712

impact resistant to 

ISO 19712

light fast blue scale 6 acc. 

to ISO 4892, ISO 105-B02,

ISO 105-A02

seamless joints
resistant to common  

household chemicals

to ISO 19712

food safe to EN 1186 

and EN 13130

easy to clean

thermoformable
warm to the touch due to 

the nature of the product

can be repaired  

and touch sanded

GETACORE WORKTOP

GENERAL INFORMATION
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TYPES/ACCESSOIRES

GETACORE WORKTOP, 35 MM 
CHIPBOARD TYPE P3
35mm type P3 according to DIN EN 312, faced with 3 mm GetaCore acrylic-resin bound Solid 
Surface material, wet sanded (P 600). Reverse side with 0,3 mm balancer, front edge 10 mm 
GetaCore with an elastic expansion joint Moisture-resistant seal at GetaCore/balancer joint. 
Surface foil-protected.
Sizes: 2040 / 4100 × 600 (se) / 670 (de) / 900 (de) × 38 mm

WORKTOP SOLID SURFACE SLAB
22 mm acrylic-resin bound Solid Surface material according to DIN EN ISO 19712.  
Surface wet sanded (P600). Reverse side dry sanded (P80). Surface foil-protected.
Sizes: 3050 × 620 mm / 1510 × 620 mm / 2000 × 950 mm

SHEET MATERIAL 3/10 MM
Acrylic resin bound Solid Surface material to ISO 19712, surface wet sanded (P 600),  
reverse side dry sanded (P 80).
Sizes: 2040 / 4100 mm × 615 / 1250 mm

EDGE MATERIAL
3 mm acrylic resin based solid surface material, surface wet sanded (P600), 
reverse dry sanded (P80). Concealed fixing by using GetaCore two-component adhesive.
Sizes: 2040 / 4100 × 45 × 3 / 10 mm

GETACORE WALLBACK PANELS
Acrylic-resin bond Solid Surface material according to DIN EN ISO 19712, 
surface wet sanded (P600), reverse side dry sanded (P80), surface foil protected.
Sizes: 2040 / 4100 × 202 × 10 mm

In accordance with our 
warranty manual – available 
from your distributor.
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order-no.: 3-612 713 status: May 2018

Westag & Getalit AG

Postfach 26 29   |   33375 Rheda-Wiedenbrück   |   Germany

t. +49 5242 17-4400   |   f. +49 5242 17-74440

www.westag-getalit.com

Westag & Getalit AG

Sales Office United Kingdom

Marquis Street   |   Levenshulme Manchester M19 3JH

t. +44 161 224 6429   |   f. +44 161 711 0292

info@westag.co.uk   |   www.westag.co.uk

Doors/Frames

Surfaces/Elements


